
Hello dear friends, 

One thing we KNOW is that it's a beautiful, cool, Fall morning here in MO!  One of the things we missed 

during our 30 years in Latin America was the changing seasons!   

 We also KNOW that we NEVER KNOW what a day will bring forth!!!  This last couple of weeks 

has  been proof of that as we have been in and out of Dr's offices, but we kept waiting for more info before writing 

to let you know what’s been going on here, but things have been moving ahead so fast.  We now 

know why Paul has not been feeling good and had an increased shortness of breath.  Tests revealed that his left 

lung was "trapped" with a lot of fluid around it, shrinking it way down in size.  They drained over two liters of fluid 

out of the cavity and also discovered enlarged lymph glands tucked away behind it and all indications were that his 

Lymphoma was back again.  He had a PET scan done and then we left for a long-planned vacation down to Florida 

with Paul’s siblings.  It had been seven years since we’d all been together and we had an AWESOME time, 

laughing, reminiscing and basking in each other’s presence not KNOWING when we’d ever have this chance 

again.  While we were gone we drained the fluid every few days and we’re so thankful that we could continue with 

plans! 

So --- we are way more in the know now!  The result of the PET scan showed that the lymph 

area behind his lung is the ONLY enlarged lymph.  Seven years ago there were multiple areas 

and he underwent a series of chemo treatments that were very effective with no further 

symptoms until now.  Thursday we spent six hours in the chemo lab where he received his first 

infusion.  They went super slow for this first one to see how his body accepted the drugs and we 

are SO pleased to report that he’s doing really well, so far!  Yesterday he had his second round 

and then in 28 days will do it all over again.  What we KNOW NOW is that they’re 

predicting a total of six rounds every 28 days.  Because this “recipe” was very effective last time, 

they’re keeping to the same routine.   Knowing this and KNOWING YOU, we are 

encouraged to ask for your prayers concerning these things.  How we appreciate you and thank 

you for your amazing, faithful partnership all these years!  We can certainly see now why the 

Lord led us to step away from the mentoring program last Spring and it’s a huge blessing and 

comfort as we see His hand in it all! 

Even though we never know what a day will bring --- we DO KNOW Who 

KNOWS and Who holds the future!  “For I know the plans I have for you!  Plans not to hurt 

you but to give you a hope and a future”  Jer.1:9.  We covet your prayers as we navigate through 

this next six months!  Paul continues to do well but the ole “chemo brain” is starting and we 

know we’re on an unchartered journey.  Thank you for your faithful financial support!  What a 

HUGE help and blessing you are to us!!! 

Because our faithful and gracious God is ALL KNOWING! 

Paul and Faith Wyma 

 


